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Disclaimer:  

The answer or information contained in this message is based on the information provided by you in the respective questions, which may not 

be sufficiently detailed or complete to provide a full and correct answer or response to your question. 

The answers provided by the partnership EC contact points are answered to the best of their knowledge but are not confirmed by the EC legal 

service.  

  

The Commission is committed to providing accurate information through the enquiry services (see answer by RES); however, the information 

provided has no binding nature. The Commission cannot be held liable for any use made of this information or for its accuracy. 

Question number / 

Partner-ship 

Question EC reply (including RES) 

Q1. Agriculture of 

Data (AgData) 

(1) What are the formal/legal requirements for 

beneficiaries? 

The eligibility conditions for beneficiaries can be found in Annex B of 

the General Annexes of the Horizon Europe Work Programme 2023-24.  

 Besides, Article 7 of the HE MGA sets out the rights and obligations 

applicable to beneficiaries in HE grants.   

 For further information, you may consult the explanations provided in 

the Annotated Grant Agreement (‘AGA’, available here: aga_en.pdf 

(europa.eu) - see pages 89-94).   

Q2 -AgData 

 

(2) How can RPOs be partners and participate 

in activities without Conflict of Interest? 

We understand from your question that you would like to know whether 

entities which are Research Performance Organisations (RPOs) can 

participate in Horizon Europe grants.  As a general rule, any legal entity 

is eligible to participate (whether it is eligible for funding or not), 

provided that the conditions laid down in the Horizon Europe Regulation 

have been met, along with any other conditions laid down in the specific 

call topic. This is explained in the note we forwarded and that you can 

find here. However, RPOs that do not contribute with in-kind 
contribution, or for another reason need or want to be in the partnership 

(providing expertise like CNR) should not be member of the consortium 

but apply to the external call of the partnership (“Financial contribution 

to third parties”). 

If your question is referring to the specific rules for RPOs being 

beneficiaries and at the same time recipients of financial support to third 

parties in a Co-funded Partnership, please note that generally speaking, 

participants must have a single role in an action. Normally, recipients of 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/horizon/wp-call/2023-2024/wp-13-general-annexes_horizon-2023-2024_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/common/guidance/aga_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/common/guidance/aga_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/horizon/temp-form/af/information-on-financial-support-to-third-parties_he_en.docx
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financial support to third parties are third parties to the grant agreement. 

In addition, as a general rule, beneficiaries are not allowed to provide 

financial support to themselves or their affiliated entities. However, 

certain exceptions may apply if this is provided in the grant agreement.  

In particular, in the context of Co-funded Partnerships, this exception 

should be read in the light of the specific rules set out in ANNEX 5 of 

the HE MGA. More concretely, when beneficiaries implement financial 

support to third parties, it is set out therein that: ‘measures to avoid 
potential conflicts of interest or unequal treatment of applicants must be 

ensured (notably through appropriate communication/exchange of 

information channels and independent and fair complaints procedures)’.   

This could be the basis for the exception to the general rule of having 

one single role in an action, i.e.: applicants will have to explain in their 

proposal whether they intend to have financial support to third parties 

between beneficiaries and, if so, what will be the concrete measures they 

will put in place to avoid conflict of interest or unequal treatment.  

For further information, please see replies to questions 9,10 and 11.  

Q3 - AgData 

 

(3) Are there any other restrictions for RPOs 

to participate in the Consortium? 

See reply to question 2.  

  

 

Q4 - AgData 

 

(4) Other partnerships will have a co-funding 

rate of 50 %. Will the funding rate be 

increased to 50% EC contribution, if we find 

enough in-kind contributions before the 

deadline? 

No, in principle there will not be an increase of the funding rate for the 

WP 2023-2024. This is due to the fact that the funding rate is fixed in a 

legally binding document, i.e. the Horizon Europe Work Programme. 

For the extension and top-up of the partnership beyond 2025, options for 

adjusting the funding rate can still be explored, -should the conditions in 

terms of type of financial contributions as well as activities change and 

fulfill the requirements for a 50% co-financing rate - even though the 

default option (extension and top-up of existing Grant Agreement by an 

amendment) would not include this possibility 

Q5 - AgData 

 

(5) If we compare to ERA-NET Cofunds. 

How is the financing mechanism/model for 

the partnership different to ERA-NET 

Cofunds and what will be the same or similar? 

Co-funded partnerships are the evolution of ERA-NET Cofunds. The 

basic principles stay the same, however there are some changes, mainly 

resulting from the corporate approach of the Horizon Europe Model Grant 

Agreement.   

 We invite you to check the dedicated website for the partnerships in 

Horizon Europe to obtain additional information.   

https://urldefense.com/v3/__http:/annex*205/__;JQ!!DOxrgLBm!AVhuT5HOoMXGfiAd04CpTEj04BFXFEiQl2R2Pp5CA1Uxuafgn91NF5DklYLxpouEECb5pGPBAI3uvJBzmeMUZcwY6Nk$
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Q6 - AgData 

 

(6) Will there be a black-box for the 

partnerships, and how does it work? 

Please note that there is no “black box” in Horizon Europe, as the funding 

rate will be applied to the total eligible costs.  

 We understand from your case that the funding rate in your call will 30%. 

This would be applied to all eligible costs, i.e., not only the financial 

support to third parties. For instance, other costs such as costs of 

preparation and management of the financial support to third parties may 

be eligible, if they fulfill the general and specific eligibility conditions for 

costs described in the HE MGA.    

Q7 - AgData 

 

(7) Can costs for coordination, management, 

administration and additional non-funding 

activities, such as events, be claimed from the 

EC funding grant?  

If yes, what is the percentage of the total grant 

that must be used for RDI calls (e.g. for gap 

filling) and what part can be used for claiming 

costs for WPs work? What about the ratio of 

internal and external calls? Any rule here? 

Under Horizon Europe, costs must comply with the general and specific 

eligibility conditions for each budget category stemming from Article 6 of 

the HE MGA.  

 If eligible, costs can be claimed by the beneficiaries and will be 

reimbursed at the given funding rate. Meaning, in your example, for these 

activities 30% of the eligible costs may be funded by the EU.   

 There is not pre-defined ratio about which part of the total budget should 

be dedicated to financial support to third parties.  

  

 

Q8 - AgData 

 

(8) How is in-kind contribution valuated? 

Especially data sets. Data sets collected prior 

to the launch of the partnership could be of 

great value to the developments of the 

partnership. How will these data sets be 

valuated? 

We understand from your question that by‘in-kind contribution’ you refer 

to the share of the budget that will be brought to the action by the 

beneficiaries or recipients of financial support. 

In-kind activities within the partnership projects refer to any activity that 

complements the financial support to third parties/external calls. This 

can relate to e.g. the coordination and implementation of existing in-

house activities or the collection of a joint data set, but other examples 

are obviously possible. 

 

In-kind contributions, on the other hand, are non-financial assets that are 

being put at the disposal of a partnership and which can be used both in 

the context of external calls (e.g. a research infrastructure) or of in-kind 

activities (e.g. a dataset for use in a common R&I programme). 

Regarding the  requirements for in-kind contributions, and more 

specifically the type of activities/projects/initiatives/physical assets 

which qualify for in-kind  

contributions (research results, data sources, platforms, algorithms, data 

infrastructure, sensor networks…), potentially everything that is not a 
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financial or cash contribution, as long as the costs related to it comply 

with the categories of eligible costs foreseen in the Model Grant 

Agreement. It is those cost categories that should be used to include the 

in kind contribution in the partnership’s budget estimates. 

  

 Please also note that the eligibility of costs for recipients of financial 

support to third parties should be described in the proposal.  

 In this regard, the Annex with information on financial support to third 

parties must be filled in by the participants and annexed to the proposal, 

where applicants have to provide a description of the use of financial 

support to third parties, in particular:   

a. the maximum amount of financial support for each third party;   

b. the criteria for calculating the exact amount of the financial 

support  

c. the different types of activity that qualify for financial support, on 

the basis of a closed list  

d. the persons or categories of persons that may receive financial 

support, and  

e. the criteria for giving financial support  

Finally, please be reminded that costs of beneficiaries (meaning Co-

funded partnership consortium members in the sense of Article 7 of the 

HE MGA) must any case comply with the general eligibility criteria set 

out in Article 6.1 of the HE MGA.   

 In particular, costs must be incurred during the action duration, meaning 

that the generating event that triggers the costs must take place during the 

action duration (see Article 4 of the HE MGA and Data Sheet, Point 1). 

Therefore, any costs incurred prior to the start of the action would not be 

eligible.  

Q9 - AgData 

 

(9) Any points of attention concerning 

national funding programmes as in-kind 

contribution? Is there any points of attention 

besides no-double funding from EU and that 

the contribution has to be relevant, fair and 

reasonable valuated? 

Please see the response to questions 11 and 12.   

The purpose of a co-funded partnership is to leverage on national funding 

programmes, which are most likely the main, if not the only source of “in-

kind contributions”. 
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Q10 - AgData 

 

(10) Can, and how can, national research 

infrastructures be included as in-kind 

contribution? 

Please note that it is not clear what do you mean by ‘national research 

infrastructures’.   

 Cost for research infrastructure can either be claimed by a beneficiary if 

they pay for them, or claimed as “in-kind contribution from a third party 

free of charge” (see AGA, page30).  

 As explained above (see question 8), the cost eligibility conditions of 

financial support to third parties should be determined at the level of the 

beneficiary, and in line with the proposal (Annex 1 of Grant Agreement).   

Q11- AgData 

 

(11) Please explain the reasons and rules to do 

an internal call. 

For the purpose of clarity, please note that we will tackle together 

questions 9, 11 and 12 here below.  

  

Internal calls are not a means to use ‘in cash’ of FO to fund internal 

activities of the partnership, which would be illegal. 

Internal calls are meant as a way to select internal activities performed by 

RPOs beneficiaries of the Grant Agreement using their own resources (i.e. 

other than FSTP). Organizing internal calls is not a legal requirement.. 

Nevertheless, the Consortium might decide to have internal calls among 

beneficiaries to ensure a fair and transparent way to select outstanding 

RPOs or other types of beneficiaries to perform specific activities. The 

way possible internal calls will be implemented is up to the Consortium. 

Q12 - AgData 

 

(12) What are the rules for internal calls if 

compared to external calls? 

For internal calls please see reply to question 11 above.  

 

For external calls, in the context of Co-funded partnerships, there are 

some conditions and specific rules set out in the General Annexes of the 

Work Programme and in Annex 5 of the HE MGA.  

 In particular, the General Annexes of the Work Programme set out 

minimum of conditions to be fulfilled where FSTP is allowed in the 

context of a specific call.  

More specifically:    

 • projects must publish their open calls widely and adhere to EU 

standards of transparency, equal treatment, conflict of interest and 

confidentiality;  

 • all calls for third parties and all calls that are implemented by third 

parties must be  published on the Funding & Tenders Portal, and on the 

beneficiaries’ websites;  

 • the calls must remain open for at least 2 months;  
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 • if submission deadlines are changed, this must immediately be 

announced and registered applicants must be informed of the change;  

 • projects must publish the outcome of the calls without delay, including 

a description of third-party projects, the date of the award, the duration, 

and the legal name and country;  

 • the calls must have a clear European dimension  

   

 In the same line, when beneficiaries implement financial support to third 

parties, they must follow the conditions set out in Annex 5 (Article 18 - 

Specific rules for Co-funded Partnerships) of the HE MGA as regards 

selection procedure and criteria. In particular beneficiaries should ensure 

that measures have been taken to avoid potential conflicts of interest or 

unequal treatment of applicants must be ensured (notably through 

appropriate communication/exchange of information channels and 

independent and fair complaints procedures)’.  

 For what regards costs eligibility rules at FSTP-level, these rules must 

be those decided by the beneficiary and explained already at proposal 

stage for what regards notably the criteria for calculating the exact 

amount of the financial support vis-à-vis final recipients. (See reply to 

question 8 above).  

 In that respect, it is possible that beneficiaries will follow their usual 

applicable rules (e.g. if a beneficiary is a national funding body, it may 

have already in place its own national costs eligibility rules when issuing 

national grant). It might also be possible that a beneficiary chooses to 

apply same costs eligibility rules as those used under Horizon Europe.   

 For more information on the eligibility of costs for providing financial 

support to third parties, see AGA — Annotated Model Grant Agreement, 

Articles 6.2.D.1 and 9.4. (see version 0.2 of 30 November 2021 available 

here: aga_en.pdf (europa.eu).  

Q13- AgData 

 

(13) Will RPOs who apply to internal calls 

only get the EC funding rate and need to bring 

the rest by in-kind contributions (50 or 70%)? 

As explained above (see the response to question 7), the granting 

authority may reimburse 30% of the eligible cost of the whole action – 

meaning the costs incurred by beneficiaries, including the financial 

support to third parties.    

 Therefore, it is the decision of consortium to set up the percentage of 

funding (national + EU funding) in the internal activities and  FSTP call.  

 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/common/guidance/aga_en.pdf
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Q14 - AgData 

 

14) Is a research performing organisation 

permitted to lead a work package in the 

partnership and still participating the calls? 

 

Up to the consortium to decide. No interference from EC side on the 

internal set up of the partnership. See also reply to question 2 on CoI 

management. 

Q15 - AgData 

 

15) Do in-kind contribution have to start after 

the partnership started or can already existing 

initiatives on e.g. living labs be counted? 

“in-kind contributions” are all costs that are eligible as described in Article 

6 of the AGA, which implies that normally they need to be incurred within 

the lifetime of the Grant agreement.  

 

 

Q16 - AgData 

 

16) Regarding the internationalization of the 

forthcoming EU partnership:, how can the 

participation of partners from outside of 

Europe be supported in certain activities / 

calls? Only a few partnerships have a “tiny” 

description of how it will be made effectively.  

From EC perspective the same rules apply as for any other action under 

Horizon, which is “open to the world”, so participation of non - EU 

partners in  principle possible. To what extent  they can be included in 

FSTP is up to the consortium. 

Certain non-EU partners are eligible to EU funding under Horizon 

Europe  https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-

tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/common/guidance/list-3rd-

country-participation_horizon-euratom_en.pdf ) 

Q17 - AgData 

 

17) How can National living labs in the EU be 

linked to this partnership, only as in kind 

contribution through national funding? 

If activities of the LL (being the LL a legal entity) are intended to address 
partnership’s goal and are used for the partnership, taking place during 
the lifetime of the partnership, they can get support.  Additionally, if 

“firewalls” are appropriately installed to avoid Conflict of interest, they 

can also profit from FSTP.  They could also join as associated partner 

and bring their resources without receiving any EU contribution (as an 

example). 

Q18- Agroecology 

living labs and 

research 

infrastructure 

(AELLRI) 

 

18) The expected duration of the partnership is 

seven to ten years". Ten years would be 120 

months, however in the Administrative Forms, 

1. General Information, I cannot enter a 

duration higher than 99. How are we supposed 

to indicate a 10-year duration? 

We would like to inform you that the issue has been corrected and the 

applicants are now able to enter 120 months. 

 

Q19 - SFS 19) Is there going to be only one grant 

agreement for all of Horizon Europe or will 

there also be addenda to this Grant 

Agreement? 

Yes, there will be amendments to the Grant Agreement.  

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/common/guidance/list-3rd-country-participation_horizon-euratom_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/common/guidance/list-3rd-country-participation_horizon-euratom_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/common/guidance/list-3rd-country-participation_horizon-euratom_en.pdf
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Q20 - SFS 

 

20) When is expected to have the consortium 

agreement? 

After proposal submission (April), there will be a phase of evaluation 

(~4 months). Thereafter, as soon as the project is accepted, it will enter 

in the Grant Agreement Preparation (GAP) phase with several exchanges 

with the EC/REA (~3 months). The Consortium Agreement negotiation 

will start during the GAP and is expected to be signed by the end of the 

year in order to launch the first calls in 2024. 

Q21 - SFS 21) Is it foreseen, that institutions can join as 

Affiliated Entities and belong to a beneficiary? 

Yes, it is possible to join the consortium as Affiliated Entity (AE) of a 

beneficiary. In that case, a permanent legal or capital link is necessary 

between the AE and the beneficiary and not limited to the project 

concerned.   

Q22 - SFS 22) All calls (internals and externals) will have 

EC co-fund? 

 

The EC provide co-funding to all eligible activities/costs of the 

partnership. Internal calls are not a legal requirement (see Q11). The 

distribution of different co-funding rates within the partnership will be 

established by the consortium and might be adapted according to the 

type of activities implemented.  

Q23 - SFS 23) Will private companies be able to apply in 

the external calls?  

 

The eligibility of companies is submitted to national/regional regulations 

of the funders participating to a call for proposals. 

 


